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Abstract: In response to the dynamic challenges posed by contemporary cloud environments, the development of a Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) tool gains significance. This paper outlines the systematic methodology employed in creating a CSPM tool without reliance on machine learning. The process begins with a meticulous analysis of requirements, followed by the design of a scalable architecture ensuring seamless integration with major cloud platforms. Automated assessments are crafted to evaluate security configurations against established best practices and compliance standards, offering real-time monitoring and remediation. The user interface is thoughtfully designed for ease of use by security professionals. Continuous improvement mechanisms, including regular updates and adaptability to evolving cloud technologies, are prioritized. Through comprehensive testing and deployment, the CSPM tool emerges as a robust solution to proactively address security challenges without the inclusion of machine learning components.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the contemporary landscape, cloud platforms like AWS, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and Azure have revolutionized the paradigm of application development and deployment for businesses. Offering a spectrum of managed services spanning compute, storage, key management, containers, and more, these platforms empower organizations with unparalleled capabilities. However, the complexity inherent in these advanced systems often exposes them to security challenges. While the Cloud Service Provider shoulders the responsibility of securing the hardware and low-level services, customers bear the crucial task of developing, configuring, and deploying their applications securely—an arrangement commonly known as the shared responsibility model.

Navigating cloud security proves to be a formidable task. The difficulty is compounded by the ever-evolving nature of cloud deployments, making the task of maintaining a once-secured cloud even more challenging. The relentless pursuit of agility in development practices has trained developers to prioritize speed over security. However, the repercussions of neglecting security are severe, especially in the face of stringent regulatory requirements. A robust cloud security posture is imperative, and any lapse in compliance can result in substantial penalties.

Recognizing the gravity of this escalating challenge, businesses are intensifying their investments in cloud security. The imperative to fortify cloud environments against evolving threats and regulatory scrutiny underscores the critical need for a comprehensive Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) approach.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Cloud computing has revolutionized the way organizations manage and deploy their IT infrastructure. As businesses increasingly leverage cloud services for enhanced flexibility, scalability, and cost-efficiency, the security landscape has concurrently become more intricate and dynamic. Recognizing the critical need to fortify the security posture within cloud environments, a burgeoning area of research and practice has emerged—Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM). This literature survey extends the exploration, elucidating key insights from the presented works and synthesizing a cohesive understanding of the evolving field.

Information Risk Management Framework to systematically address threats and vulnerabilities across diverse cloud service and deployment models, an Information Risk Management Framework is introduced. Developed within a quality management cycle, drawing from ISO/IEC 27001 standards, NIST guidelines, and Booz Allen Hamilton considerations, this framework aligns with the Cloud Security Alliance’s security guidance. The framework comprises seven processes, including critical area selection, strategy and planning, risk analysis, assessment, mitigation, program assessment and monitoring, and management review. It establishes clear roles and responsibilities, with the assumption that the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and Chief Information Officer (CIO) play central roles in overseeing information security functions [1].

Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS) is a prevalent cloud-based model for delivering security services. An optimized SECaaS provisioning framework is proposed to help customers allocate security services optimally while managing risks through cyber insurance policies. The framework addresses the challenge of balancing security requirements, service subscription costs, and insurance policy costs through stochastic programming [2].

In the context of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), vulnerability assessment tools like Nessus and OpenVAS are evaluated for accuracy and scalability. The study includes assessments on Industrial Control Systems (ICS), smart cars, smart home devices, and a smart water system, revealing critical vulnerabilities in CPS devices (activity trackers, smart watches) [3].

Emerging networking technologies, such as cloud and Software Defined Networking, introduce flexibility and functionalities but also pose challenges in assessing dynamic security postures. A stateless security risk assessment is proposed, offering a network state-independent view of security. The methodologies include View Aggregation (VA), which consolidates observed network configurations into a single graphical security model, and Weighted Aggregation (WA), which evaluates and combines the security of each network state based on time duration [4].

The EU NIS Directive introduces obligations related to the security of network and information systems. A Cybersecurity Maturity Assessment Framework (CMAF) is designed to meet NIS Directive requirements, offering a risk-based approach, scalability, metric scale, and integration of cybersecurity economics aspects. Comprising 20 baseline security requirements and 6 maturity levels, CMAF serves as a tool for self-assessment by Operators of Essential Services and Digital Service Providers, as well as an audit tool for National Competent Authorities [5].

The evolution of techniques for Cloud Security Posture Management reflects the ongoing efforts to adapt and fortify cloud environments against evolving threats. From risk management frameworks to stateless security assessments and optimized provisioning models, these approaches collectively contribute to enhancing the security posture of cloud infrastructures.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

By utilizing the above approaches and research leveraged, Cloud Sentinel is developed keeping the following features in mind.

A. Agile Resource Discovery

Cloud Sentinel excels in resource discovery through a dynamic process that seamlessly adapts to changes within the cloud environment. This agility is more than a technical feature; it symbolizes a dedicated commitment to real-time compliance monitoring. By keeping the resource inventory up-to-date, the framework ensures that security measures align with the evolving cloud landscape, providing a proactive approach to compliance.
B. Versatile Automated Security Checks
   Cloud Sentinel sets itself apart by leveraging code development for security misconfiguration checks. This approach, combined with compatibility with cloud security services, policies, and customizable scripts, showcases the framework's versatility. Its multi-dimensional strategy enhances the effectiveness of automated security assessments, allowing for a comprehensive examination of the cloud environment against varied security parameters.

C. Efficient Automated Scanning and Reporting
   Through the integration of script automation, configurable scan parameters, and well-crafted report templates, Cloud Sentinel streamlines the compliance process. This efficiency is not just about automation; it's a strategic design choice. The framework provides actionable insights through its automated scanning and reporting, empowering decision-makers with timely information for effective and informed actions.

D. Effective Stakeholder Communication
   Cloud Sentinel prioritizes effective communication with stakeholders, achieved through the integration of email notifications and a robust report distribution mechanism. This feature is a testament to the framework's commitment to transparency. By keeping stakeholders informed about compliance status and remediation progress, Cloud Sentinel fosters a collaborative and informed approach to security management.

E. Clear Mapping to Regulatory Controls
   Cloud Sentinel enhances clarity in compliance by mapping identified misconfigurations directly to relevant regulatory controls. This capability ensures a precise alignment of security measures with specific regulatory standards. The framework's attention to mapping contributes to a more transparent and auditable compliance posture.

F. Seamless Integration with DevOps
   Cloud Sentinel promotes seamless collaboration and remediation management through its integration with issue tracking tools and cloud DevOps services. This integration is not just a technical aspect; it reflects a strategic synergy between development and security teams. By facilitating collaboration, the framework enhances the efficiency of the remediation process, fostering a culture of shared responsibility.

G. Adaptive Continuous Improvement
   Cloud Sentinel's adaptability to changes in the cloud environment and its continuous improvement focus set the stage for ongoing evolution alongside organizational needs. This adaptive nature is not just a feature; it's a commitment to staying ahead of emerging security challenges. Cloud Sentinel ensures ongoing effectiveness in maintaining a robust security posture by embracing a culture of continuous improvement, aligning security practices with the ever-changing landscape of cloud services.

System Architecture:
   Fig.1 portrays a general system architecture, which can be used to deploy Cloud Sentinel app in any of the cloud service providers such as AWS, Microsoft Azure or Google Cloud.

   Serverless functions, such as Lambda equivalents in AWS, Functions in Google Cloud or Microsoft Azure, play a pivotal role in initiating the execution of developed scripts and triggering notification services. Virtual servers, akin to EC2 instances or Virtual Machine instances, serve as the hosting environment for scripts responsible for scanning the cloud account. Storage services, like S3 buckets, Storage Blobs, are utilized to store comprehensive reports and account information. The data derived post-script execution forms the basis for report creation, subsequently presented to users via dashboards. User authentication is ensured through identity verification services, adopting a generalized approach, as exemplified by AWS Cognito Service or
Azure Entra ID. This authentication mechanism adds a layer of security to the system, regardless of the underlying cloud service provider.

IV. WORKFLOW

Crafting a Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) application entails a comprehensive strategy to guarantee the security and compliance of cloud environments. The initial phase involves defining the application's scope and objectives, gaining insight into the supported cloud platforms, and specifying the security criteria it will evaluate. The development process typically entails harnessing cloud provider APIs and SDKs to systematically access and scrutinize configurations, permissions, and other security parameters. Automation is a crucial component, encompassing continuous monitoring, real-time threat detection, and the remediation of misconfigurations. Seamless integration with the existing security infrastructure and workflows is paramount, often necessitating support for multiple cloud providers. The application's user interface is designed for user-friendly navigation and interpretation of security findings, while the generation of detailed reports serves to assist in compliance audits. The emphasis is on a holistic, non-disruptive approach to security management within dynamic cloud environments.

The development of Cloud Sentinel encompasses a series of key steps:

A. Requirements and Compliance

Define security requirements and compliance criteria relevant to the specific regulatory standards. Establish the frequency of security scans, considering options such as monthly or weekly intervals.

B. Resource Inventory

Generate an inventory of resources within the chosen cloud environment. Implement a dynamic resource discovery process to ensure the inventory remains adaptable and up-to-date.

C. Automated Security Checks

Create code for security misconfiguration checks, leveraging either platform-specific services (such as Azure Security Center and Azure Policy) or customizable scripts tailored to the chosen cloud environment.

D. Automated Scanning and Reporting

The development entails the creation of scripts for automated scanning, emphasizing a proactive approach to identifying potential vulnerabilities. Essential to this process is the configuration of scan parameters and scope, customizing the scanning activities to align with specific system requirements. Following this, the design of report templates takes place, providing detailed insights into identified misconfigurations and offering corresponding remediation recommendations. To enhance the actionable nature of the findings, a systematic prioritization and categorization mechanism is integrated, ensuring a structured response based on severity and relevance. The inclusion of email notifications serves as a timely indicator of scan completion, keeping stakeholders promptly informed. Complementing this, a well-orchestrated mechanism for report distribution to stakeholders is established, facilitating the efficient dissemination of insights garnered from the scanning process. This comprehensive approach underscores a commitment to not only detecting potential issues but also fostering effective communication and remediation within the security framework.

Figure 1 General System Architecture for deploying Cloud Sentinel
E. Integration and Continuous Improvement

Align identified misconfigurations with relevant regulatory controls, adopting a systematic mapping approach. Establish an effective system for tracking and managing remediation efforts, ensuring a coordinated response to address security issues. Additionally, facilitate seamless collaboration by integrating with issue tracking tools or a versatile platform like Azure DevOps, streamlining the remediation process and promoting synergy among teams. This comprehensive strategy aims to not only identify and map misconfigurations but also to provide a structured and collaborative approach to their resolution.
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